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About This Game

Pirate Mosaic Puzzle. Caribbean Treasures has 120 mosaic puzzles just waiting for you to assemble them. Among them you’ll
find easy ones, hard ones, long ones and short ones. The mosaic pieces are made of various materials – tree, wood, cloth, glass,

paper, precious stones and metals.

This game genre is also known as jigsaw, puzzle, mosaic, patchwork, guess the picture, logic game. But whatever you call it, fun
gameplay is guaranteed!

To complete a level in Pirate Mosaic Puzzle. Caribbean Treasures, all you have to do is assemble a picture. But having fulfilled
the level’s main requirements, you can increase your rank and unlock the next area.

Six legendary captains met on a mysterious island to piece together the fragments of Captain Flint’s map. Assemble patchwork-
style puzzles and guess the picture: ocean views, mythical monsters, pirate tales, sea battles and mysterious artifacts.
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Become a legend of the seven seas alongside Pirate Mosaic Puzzle. Caribbean Treasures.

- 120 unique puzzles patchwork mosaics
- Make any purchase - turn off ads!

- 6 locations and 6 different materials
- Pirate setting

- Special quests and 18 trophies for the real pros
- More than 10 hours of gameplay with beautiful calming and cheerful music

- Entertaining gameplay for players of all ages
- Use bonuses and earn new ranks
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Title: Pirate Mosaic Puzzle. Caribbean Treasures
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Creobit
Publisher:
8Floor
Release Date: 3 Aug, 2018
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English,French,German,Russian
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pirate mosaic puzzle caribbean treasures. pirate mosaic puzzle caribbean treasures deluxe. pirate mosaic puzzle caribbean
treasures. pirate mosaic puzzle caribbean treasures. pirate mosaic puzzle caribbean treasures deluxe. pirate mosaic puzzle
caribbean treasures deluxe

I am posting this review as a warning to potential buyers - this game is broken. Level 57 will not complete. You can see other
users complaining of the same in the discussion thread.. I am posting this review as a warning to potential buyers - this game is
broken. Level 57 will not complete. You can see other users complaining of the same in the discussion thread.. At the time of
writing this review there are achievements in the game but not in Steam. It works as the other mosaic games do with no major
difference in the mechanics. Some of the mosaics are horrible looking and some are nice which is par for the course. However
at this time two levels do not complete and that means you can't finish the levels in those worlds. In the third world level 57
won't complete which blocks 3 levels. In the 6th and final world level 103 won't complete and that blocks 17 levels. So a total of
20 levels can't be played. I'm not asking for a refund b\/c I only paid .49USD and it's not worth the trouble. Because of the
broken levels I can't recommend the game unless you are paying a very low price and don't mind not being able to get all the
achievements.. At the time of writing this review there are achievements in the game but not in Steam. It works as the other
mosaic games do with no major difference in the mechanics. Some of the mosaics are horrible looking and some are nice which
is par for the course. However at this time two levels do not complete and that means you can't finish the levels in those worlds.
In the third world level 57 won't complete which blocks 3 levels. In the 6th and final world level 103 won't complete and that
blocks 17 levels. So a total of 20 levels can't be played. I'm not asking for a refund b\/c I only paid .49USD and it's not worth the
trouble. Because of the broken levels I can't recommend the game unless you are paying a very low price and don't mind not
being able to get all the achievements.. I am posting this review as a warning to potential buyers - this game is broken. Level 57
will not complete. You can see other users complaining of the same in the discussion thread.. At the time of writing this review
there are achievements in the game but not in Steam. It works as the other mosaic games do with no major difference in the
mechanics. Some of the mosaics are horrible looking and some are nice which is par for the course. However at this time two
levels do not complete and that means you can't finish the levels in those worlds. In the third world level 57 won't complete
which blocks 3 levels. In the 6th and final world level 103 won't complete and that blocks 17 levels. So a total of 20 levels can't
be played. I'm not asking for a refund b\/c I only paid .49USD and it's not worth the trouble. Because of the broken levels I can't
recommend the game unless you are paying a very low price and don't mind not being able to get all the achievements.
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At the time of writing this review there are achievements in the game but not in Steam. It works as the other mosaic games do
with no major difference in the mechanics. Some of the mosaics are horrible looking and some are nice which is par for the
course. However at this time two levels do not complete and that means you can't finish the levels in those worlds. In the third
world level 57 won't complete which blocks 3 levels. In the 6th and final world level 103 won't complete and that blocks 17
levels. So a total of 20 levels can't be played. I'm not asking for a refund b\/c I only paid .49USD and it's not worth the trouble.
Because of the broken levels I can't recommend the game unless you are paying a very low price and don't mind not being able
to get all the achievements.. I am posting this review as a warning to potential buyers - this game is broken. Level 57 will not
complete. You can see other users complaining of the same in the discussion thread.
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